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Impulse. Consulting. Workshop. Corporate Change. Focus on People.

From practice. For practice. It is this conviction that drives 
Andreas Hartmann and his Partners in Beraterwerk to fully 
utilize and map their long-lasting and deep experiences 
in projects and organizations to the full benefi t of our 
customers. Take your change: allow an external view, 
benefi t from our experience and learn fast and sustained.

Addressing highest demands in ‚Marketing, Sales and 
Business Development‘, tiefdunklesweiss consults and 
supports organizations and their respective leadership/
management teams in tasks like Strategic Planning and 
precise Business Development, expands into developing 
solutions for Brand-, Marketing- and Sales-Development 
and also includes aspects related to internal Organizational 
Development

Looking at the spectrum of demands in ‘Corporate 
Innovation, Conceptual Design and Product/Project De-
velopment‘, tiefdunklesweiss accompanies your internal 
organizations and project teams in all tasks and processes
related to Project Management, Systems Engineering & 
Solution Integration, Qualifi cation and Life-Cycle Support.

tiefdunklesweiss is not only your consultancy partner – 
instead, we’re willing to take extensive responsibility by 
performing concrete roles and tasks in your teams and 
projects.

Acting as an unconventional consultant and as a provider of 
relevant seminars and workshops, tiefdunklesweiss aligns 
and tailors all of its offerings and events to the individual 
goals and realities of all its customers. All offerings refl ect 
best and proven practices and generate concrete value.

Focus on People – taking this credo and self-conception 
serious, tiefdunklesweiss act as a strong impulse generator,
a refreshing communicator and a personal coach.
Developing new competencies and self-motivated 
change, that is what we aim to create and sustain.

tiefdunklesweiss enhances its competence and capabili-
ties spectrum via a professional network of external con-
sultants and subject matter experts: tiefdunklesweiss Be-
raterwerk. 

Beraterwerk merges a brilliant portfolio of personality, 
experience and skills and convince with superior fl exibility 
and agility. It provides and secures the desired high level 
of multidisciplinarity and complementarity and advances 
an integral and comprehensive handling of each individual 
customer project. 

tiefdunklesweiss consults and supports companies and 
organizations in the following topics:

- Strategic Planning and Business Development 

- Brand-, Marketing- and Sales-Strategies

- Innovation- and Technology-Management

- Systems Engineering and Project-Management

- Organizational Development

Bene� t for your Enterprise.

Impulse. Consulting. Workshop.

From practice. For practice. 

Corporate Change. Focus on People. 



All Seminar & Workshop offerings of tiefdunklesweiss can 
be found in the tiefdunklesweiss’ „Seminar- & Workshop-
Catalog“. It describes the focus, content and format 
of each event, describes which relevant problems and 
challenges will be addressed and how an honest and self-
critical learning process can lead to a lasting change of 
behavior and attitude. 

In addition to this catalog, tiefdunklesweiss is open and 
willing to listen carefully to your individual / personal is-
sues and concerns. tiefdunklesweiss will prepare you an 
individual offer - tailored to your needs. From practice. 
For practice.

Topics and contents at a Glance.
Concrete. Relevant. Honest. 

Seminar
Active knowledge transfer and learning experience 
stimulated by a trainer, deepened by open discussions 
and teamwork-practices.
1-2 Days, 8-16 Participants.

Training
The mediation and the practicing of desired behaviors 
and skills. Keynote by trainer, refl ection and analysis of 
own behavior and attitude.
1-3 Days, max. 12 Participants.

Workshop
Led by a moderator, workshop focus and content provided 
by the participants. Develop ideas, solve problems and 
jointly gain new insights and skills.
0,5-2 Days, 6-20 Participants.

Think Tank
Under the leadership of a strong innovator and mentor, 
who questions the established and generates new thesis. 
Enforcing an open debate and exchange of positions and 
opinions.
1-3 Days, 6-12 Participants.

Coaching
Individual and personal consulting and supervision 
by a selected coach, to develop and train desired 
new competencies and behaviors.
Multiple intervals of 2-4 hours each.

Business Consultancy
Holistic approach, oriented towards today’s realities 
and tomorrows possibilities. Increasing opportunities 
lowering risks. Leading support in implementing new 
strategies and measures of improvement.
0,5-6 Month.

The Formats offered. 
Purposeful. Proven. Effi cient. 
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With all his passion for tolerance and diversity and driven 
by his strong conviction that real answers and solutions 
are never black or white only, Andreas Hartmann found his 
motivation to develop a new consultancy and professional 
services brand:

tiefdunklesweiss aims for multidisciplinarity and comple-
mentarity and measures its own success against a scale 
of relevance and objectivity.

The brand name - tiefdunklesweiss - will create curiosity 
and creativity, contains refreshing contrariness, stimulate 
thinking and ask for your personal interpretation.

„Think outside the box!“. Effective approach to real creativity, 
or just a paradox predetermined to failure ?

Whoever is searching for new ideas, creative solutions 
or real innovation might soon recognize: I’m reaching my 
own personal limitations, seems there is no way to think 
outside my box.

It is far more effective to utilize the experiences and back-
ground of other - the “Other’s Boxes” principle.

tiefdunklesweiss believes in the values of collective 
creativity and innovation. As your consultant and partner 
we accompany you and your team on a journey towards 
new solutions and successes.

Our brand claim is herausfordernd.unbequem.anders.

This is what we offer to be for you: 
Your challenging, sometimes uncomfortable, but always 
different partner.

tiefdunklesweiss - the Brand.

Self-image and Commitment.

herausfordernd. unbequem. anders.

Escaping your cognitive Prison.

Andreas Hartmann
Personality. Mentor. Engineer.
Industry expert and experienced leader 
in simulation and training for defense forces 
and aviation industries

People leadership through talent acquisition,
diversity and teamwork

Technology leadership for complex and 
international research and development projects

Market leadership by combining visionary power 
with customer focus

tiefdunklesweiss GmbH. People. Processes. Technologies.




